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Foreword: Professor Ian Chubb AC

In May 1966, the ANU conferred the Honorary Degree of Doctor of Laws on Sir 
Robert Menzies for his distinguished eminence in public service. Beyond his 
public service and his Government’s contributions to the national university 
system, the ANU is especially indebted to Sir Robert for his wholehearted 
support of the University and for his part in our rapid growth from small 
beginnings to a University of world stature. Given the close relationship 
between Sir Robert and the ANU it is particularly fitting that the University 
continues to honour his legacy through its involvement in the R. G. Menzies 
Scholarships to Harvard.

Inaugurated in 1967 by prominent Australian alumni of Harvard to honour 
the former Australian Prime Minister, the Menzies Scholarships are Australia’s 
most prestigious national awards for postgraduate study in the United States. 
At least one award is granted annually to talented Australians who have 
gained admission to a Harvard graduate school. The Scholarships are currently 
valued at US $60,000 each. Menzies Scholars are chosen for their intellectual 
and leadership abilities and their breadth of vision that will enable them, after 
completing their studies at Harvard, to make significant contributions to our 
nation’s development.

The ANU has a special relationship with the Menzies Scholarship. The Menzies 
Scholarship Fund is managed by the ANU Endowment Office and is currently 
valued at over $1.4 million, and the University’s Council Secretariat manages 
the scholarship administration and selection process.

I wish to acknowledge my ANU colleague, Professor Jim Fox, who has served 
on the Menzies Selection Committee for over 30 years! Except for one or two 
years when he was on study-leave (including as Chair of Australian Studies 
at Harvard in 2006/07) Jim has been Chair of the Selection Committee from 
1979 to 2010. Jim’s service to the Menzies Scholarship has been long and 
distinguished and his contribution reflects this University’s commitment to 
the success of the Menzies Scholarship program.

The ANU is privileged to have a special role to play in the administration of 
the Menzies Scholarship, and we look forward to continuing our association 
with this prestigious national award in the years ahead.

Professor Ian Chubb AC
Vice Chancellor and President, The Australian National University

February, 2011
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Menzies Scholarship Sponsors

Harvard Club of Australia

The Harvard Club of Australia was formed in 1961 and has nearly 700 members, 
including many prominent Australians with senior roles in public service, 
private enterprise and the professions.

The prime objective of the Club is to increase social and fraternal fellowship 
amongst the alumni of Harvard University resident in Australia. It also aims 
to enhance this nation’s knowledge base by supporting learned exchange 
between Harvard University and Australian centres of excellence, specifically 
by providing scholarships and fellowships to assist students in either country 
whose academic pursuits and leadership abilities have been judged to be of 
significant potential benefit to Australia. 

Email: hca@harvard.org.au Web: http://www.hcag.org.au 

 

Sir Robert Menzies Memorial Foundation

The Menzies Foundation was formed in 1979 as a not-for-profit, non-political 
organisation to perpetuate the memory of Sir Robert Menzies. It provides 
financial support for health research and education and sponsors postgraduate 
scholarships for Australians in the allied health sciences, engineering, law and 
medicine. The Menzies Foundation has also been instrumental in establishing 
three important research centres in Australia: the Menzies School of Health 
Research, the Menzies Research Institute and the Menzies Centre for Health 
Policy.

Email: menzies@vicnet.net.au Web: http://www.menziesfoundation.org.au
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The Australian National University

The Council Secretariat at The Australian National University administers the 
R.G. Menzies Scholarships to Harvard and works closely with the Committee 
on General Scholarships at Harvard. The Menzies Scholarship Fund, raised 
by donations from Harvard Club members and through annual contributions 
from the Menzies Foundation, is managed by the ANU Endowment Office. The 
Committee on General Scholarships also makes an annual contribution to the 
Menzies Scholarships from Menzies Funds held at Harvard.

The value of the scholarships offered each year is contingent on earnings 
from investments and on new benefactions to the Fund. Menzies Scholars 
are, therefore, encouraged to make donations to the Fund when personal and 
financial circumstances permit. Tax deductible donations may be made online at 
http://www.anu.edu.au/endowment/content/funds/menzies_robert_gordon_
scholarship/ 

Email: cabs.admin@anu.edu.au Web: http://info.anu.edu.au/ovcCommittees/120PP_
Scholarships/Menzies
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Introduction; Professor James J . Fox

For the past three decades, it has been an honour for me to chair the R.G. 
Menzies Scholarship Selection Committee. I first became involved with the 
Committee soon after I took up my appointment at the ANU in 1975. I had come 
from teaching at Harvard and was considered to know something of the place, 
so initially I was made one of the university’s three delegates to the Selection 
Committee. In 1979, however, I was appointed Chair and, with only a few 
interruptions when I was on study leave, I continued to chair the Committee 
until 2010.

When James Wolfensohn conceived of the idea of creating a scholarship 
to Harvard and organised the support of the Harvard Club to finance it, he 
was determined to see more Australians study at Harvard. He realised that a 
scholarship that would send bright Australian students to Harvard would allow 
them to flourish—at Harvard and in their subsequent careers. This is exactly 
what has happened: the Menzies scholarship has achieved its goal. The first 
award of the Scholarship was in 1968 and an award or awards have been made 
in every year save one, since that time. At present, some sixty-three Australians 
have benefited from Wolfensohn’s vision.

From the outset, there was the idea that Menzies scholars would return to 
Australia after their time in the United States and provide a distinctive leadership. 
Selection criteria for the Scholarship emphasise leadership qualities, community 
commitment as well as academic excellence. Those of us associated with the 
Scholarship have long recognised the value that the Scholarship has provided. 
What was needed, however, is some record of what has been achieved. This 
volume is thus long overdue. It is the first of its kind—and, I am sure, will not 
be the last—to give an opportunity to a group of Menzies scholars to write 
about their experiences.

To have been part of this process has been a rare privilege. Reading through 
dozens of applications each year continually reassured me of the academic 
qualities, notable aspirations and moral commitment of successive generations 
of Australian university graduates. 

Each year the difficult task has been to come up with a proper shortlist. For 
this task, I have always been able to rely on an exceptional group of Committee 
members. Just as the candidates for the scholarship are invariably impressive, so 
too is the Committee that assembles every year to carry out the interviews and 
make the final selection. 

The Committee is made up of representatives of the Harvard Club and the Menzies 
Foundation together with three members from the ANU, usually from different 
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academic fields. Over the years, this membership has continually changed. As a 
result, I estimate at least seventy members of the Harvard Club—a formidable 
establishment of intellect and energy—have taken part in the selection process. 
They could be counted on to sharpen the Committee’s assessments, but it was 
also good to have an equally formidable group of university colleagues to probe 
and temper our discussions.

When I began as Chair, I was fortunate to have as the representative of the 
Menzies Foundation, Sir John Bunting, who would subtly guide the Committee. 
As a junior academic, it was an enormous advantage to have someone like Sir 
John, who had served as Cabinet secretary to Menzies, to help lead us to a 
consensus: it was almost as if Sir Robert himself was involved in choosing the 
Menzies scholar. What I managed to learn about chairing the Committee came 
from Sir John. For several years now, Edwina Menzies has represented the 
Foundation, so the Menzies aura has continued in the selection process.

Over the years, the strongest support for the whole selection process has been 
carried out mostly behind the scenes by able ANU staff in the Chancelry. Karen 
Holt has done this work for the Menzies scholarship for more than ten years and 
before her, Jane Sutton served as secretary to the Committee. 

Gradually, over time, the University was able to appoint former Menzies scholars 
as its representatives. Glenn Withers was the first of these appointees. Then 
came Hilary Charlesworth, Anne Pender and eventually Kim Rubenstein. When 
I went off to Harvard in 2006-07, I thought I had passed the Chair to Glenn 
Withers but he subsequently left the ANU, and I resumed the Chair for another 
three years. Now, however, I have definitely stepped down and I am delighted 
that the Chair will be in Kim Rubenstein’s capable hands. May she continue for 
as long as I have and enjoy the position as much as I have.

Professor James J. Fox

Chair, Menzies Selection Committee 1979-2010

Professor Emeritus, Resource Management in Asia Pacific Program, College of 
Asia and the Pacific, The Australian National University.
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Menzies Scholars

1968/69 Mr L W A Glendenning, Graduate School of Design, MArch

1969/70 Mr Anatolij Cork, Harvard Law School, LLM 

1970/71 Mr Glenn Withers, Graduate School of Arts & Sciences, PhD 
Business Economics 

1971/72 Mr Terry P Arcus, Harvard Business School, MBA 

1972/73 Mr Chris Beale, Harvard Business School, MBA 
1973/74 No award—funds too low 
1974/75 Dr Christopher Bain, School of Public Health, MPH
1975/76 Mr Graham McDonald, Graduate School of Design, MArch

1976/77 Mr George A Kuczera, PhD Civil Engineering  
Mr P G Marshall, Harvard Business School, MBA 

1977/78 Mr Peter J Parsons  
1978/79 Mr Peter J Frost, PhD Education 

1979/80 Mr Henry M Rigney, Harvard Law School, LLM 
1980/81 Dr Helen M Nugent, Harvard Business School, MBA
1981/82 Mr Ian E Davidson, Harvard Law School, LLM 

1982/83 
 

Ms Hilary C Charlesworth, Harvard Law School, LLM

Mr John B Carlin 

Mr Adrian N Jones 

1983/84 Mr Andrew C Byrnes, Harvard Law School, LLM 

1984/85 Mr Julian V McCarthy, Harvard Business School, MBA 

1985/86 Dr Patrick A Carroll, School of Public Health, MPH

1986/87 Ms Merilyn Alt, Harvard Kennedy School, MPA (mid-career) 

1987/88 Dr David Scrimgeour, School of Public Health, MPH 

Mr Simon Grant, Graduate School of Arts & Sciences, PhD 
Economics 

1988/89 Ms Kimberley Elkins, PhD Child Language Development 
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1989/90 Mr Mark Kestin, School of Public Health, MPH  

Mr Graham Elliott, PhD Economics 

1990/91 Ms Anne Pender, Graduate School of Education, MEd 

Mr Michael Hiscox, Harvard Kennedy School, PhD Government 

1991/92 Ms Kim Rubenstein, Harvard Law School, LLM  

Mr Richard Bergin, Harvard Business School, MBA 

1992/93 Ms Felicity Scott, Graduate School of Design, MArch 

Mr Noel Blomeley, Graduate School of Education, MEd  

Ms Heather Luntz, Harvard Law School, LLM 

1993/94 Ms Esther Charlesworth, Graduate School of Design, MAUD

Ms Fiona Percy, Master of Public Health 

1994/95 Mr Alastair Iles, Harvard Law School, LLM 

Dr Anna Donald, Harvard Kennedy School, MPP 

1995/96 Ms Fleur Johns, Harvard Law School, LLM 

1996/97 Ms Sophie Gee, Graduate School of Arts & Sciences, PhD English 

Dr Errol Katz, Harvard Kennedy School, MPP 

Ms Luan Low, Harvard Law School, Mason Program, LLM 

Mr Peter Thomas, Harvard Business School, MBA*

1997/98 Dr Monica Nolan, School of Public Health, MPH 

Ms Sarah Vickers-Willis, Harvard Business School, 
MBA** 

Mr Justin Wolfers, Graduate School of Arts & Sciences, PhD 
Economics 

1998/99 Mr Jonathan Redwood, Harvard Law School, LLM 

1999/00 Mr Jonathan Liew, Harvard Kennedy School & Harvard  Business 
School, Combined MPP & MBA 

2000/01 Mr Quang Nguyen, Harvard Business School, Combined MBA 
& MPP***
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xix

2001/02 Mr Nicholas Vines, Graduate School of Arts and Sciences, PhD 
Music Composition 

2002/03 Ms Alexandra West, Harvard Kennedy School, MPA 

2003/04 Ms Belinda Baker, Harvard Law School, LLM 

Mr Dan Siskind, School of Public Health, MPH****

2004/05 Mr Michael Murphy, Harvard Business School, MBA 

2005/06 Ms Katie Connolly, Harvard Kennedy School, MPP 

2006/07 Ms Tracy Slatyer, Graduate School of Arts and Sciences, PhD

Ms Joanna Davidson, Harvard Law School, LLM 

Mr Scott Griffin, Harvard Business School, MBA*****

2007/08 Dr Rosie Dawkins, School of Public Health, MPH 

2008/09 Ms Maja Cassidy, School of Engineering and Applied Science, 
PhD Applied Physics 

Dr Clare Barnett, School of Public Health, MPH 

2009/10 Dr Stephanie Ward, School of Public Health, MPH 

Ms Ricky Campbell-Allen, Graduate School of Education, MEd 

2010/11 Dr Lakshmi Nayana Vootakuru, School of Public Health, MPH

Dr Gregory Keane, School of Public Health, MPH

Notes:

* Menzies Scholarship financed by the Bill Clendenin Memorial Fund, Harvard Club of Australia.

**  Awarded supplementary grant from the Bill Clendenin Memorial Fund, Harvard Club of Australia. The Fund was 
established to provide additional financial support for Menzies Scholars studying at the Harvard Business School.

*** Awarded supplementary grant from the Bill Clendenin Memorial Fund, Harvard Club of Australia.

****Deferred until 2004/05.

***** The recipient was awarded a grant from the Bill Clendenin Memorial Fund, Harvard Club of Australia, 
not a Menzies Scholarship.
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Mr Lionel Glendenning
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Mr Lionel Glendenning

Graduate School of Design, Master in Architecture 1968/1969

I am proud to have been the first Menzies Scholar and to be at the beginning of 
a great tradition that both commemorates a great Australian Prime Minister and, 
fosters an enduring legacy of cultural exchange and professional excellence at 
one of the world’s greatest universities.

After lengthy selection interviews in Sydney and Canberra, the first at Sydney’s 
now demolished (but then grandly impressive) Hotel Australia in Castlereagh 
Street, the second at the ANU Chancellery, I first met the other highly qualified 
science and academic scholarship finalists. I thought they were far more qualified 
than I, a design student.  

The interview in Canberra was a fascinating and wide-ranging discussion of the 
history of modern architecture, great Australian architects and artists, and the 
planning of Australian cities. The relaxed informality of the occasion was such 
that I wondered when the formal interview would commence—it never did! 
No one was more amazed than I when I was awarded the first Robert Gordon 
Menzies Scholarship.

 The presentation of the scholarship by Gough Whitlam, the then Prime Minister, 
and Harvard University’s President Pusey, who was visiting Sydney, was a great 
formal occasion held in Sydney’s Wentworth Hotel ballroom.

In considering what I might say, I was struck by the connections studying at 
Harvard creates; indeed the importance of Harvard University as a catalyst of the 
Modern movement in architecture was seminal with the appointment of Walter 
Gropius and Marcel Breuer and others to the teaching faculty. Interestingly, 
the late Harry Seidler, well-known Modernist architect and Harvard graduate 
who studied under Walter Gropius and Marcel Breuer, was part of that first 
scholarship interview panel.

It was the forced closure of the Bauhaus by the early Nazi government and the 
persecution of the professors and teachers that led to Gropius’ appointment to 
Harvard University which, in turn, established the Modernist Project in the 
United States, far from its birthplace in Germany. 

Many Bauhaus professors and teachers came to the United States and some 
initially taught at Black Mountain College in North Carolina before Harvard. 
Gropius had a strong connection with the Black Mountain College program, 
recommending it to graduates from the Harvard GSD, including Harry Seidler. 
So, it was interesting to read the recent obituary of Merce Cunningham, a 
great American choreographer whose early teachers, including musician and 
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composer John Cage, were also part of this migration of ideas. My interest in 
this obituary was sparked by its connections to modern architecture’s public 
reception even today; and to the links and the legacy of Black Mountain College, 
the connections to Harvard, and those now famous émigré professors.

A reviewer wrote of Cunningham’s early works being performed in New York: 
“Last night Merce Cunningham presented a program of his choreography and 
if someone doesn’t stop him he’s going to do it again tonight!” Later, in Paris, 
when his company was touring Europe, audiences threw tomatoes and eggs. He 
recalled that audience members would leave in the middle of the performance 
and return with more eggs and tomatoes. 

In these difficult times of the GFC and unstable economies, it is fitting to reflect 
upon the role of the “creative design economy”. Australia sees itself as fortunate 
in the richness of its resource-based economy but there are warning signs that 
our total dependence upon this phenomenon does not auger well for our future. 
Indeed, a more mature approach would build on the rich veins of creative design 
talent, quality education, open society, democratic ideals and stable government 
that would provide a stronger basis for our future.

The role of the creative design economy has been shown to add significant 
value to a nation’s commerce. Leading companies that embrace design in all 
its manifestations are regularly out-performing more traditional large and 
small businesses by significant margins. Government, in hand with the private 
sector, can foster and encourage, through education and proactive support, 
design creativity (at best an after-thought for most today), which is of critical 
importance for the success of our future economy.

It was at the Graduate School of Design that lifelong friendships, connections 
and experiences formed along with enduring memories of Harvard for, in those 
days, the School of Design was located in Harvard Yard at the very heart of 
Cambridge. Some of my clearest memories include…

- A lone brown squirrel in a snow covered Harvard Yard after a winter snowstorm 
that left skeletal elms like crystal chandeliers.

- Bright sun glinting on the gold domes, pennants, globes and finials amid the 
lime coloured elm bud spring explosion.

- Being marooned at the Graduate School of Design by the National Guard in 
the campus lockdown during the tumultuous upheavals of the student riots, 
complete with tear gas, filibuster speeches by Students for a Democratic Society 
and Black Panther power salutes.
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- A visiting Viennese organist, at the end of a recital in Memorial Church, 
improvising for over an extraordinary hour to a spellbound audience on 4 
random notes on a scrap of paper that were offered by a music professor.

It is these kaleidoscopic memories of Harvard—professors and students sharing 
the journey, forming lifelong friendships in the intense, creative study, tireless 
endeavour and extraordinary application that seeded all my professional life 
and still resonates today. 

The formative teaching by these inspired and inspiring professors maintaining 
the great Harvard teaching traditions created a lifelong search for excellence, 
passion and service to our unique culture. 

I would also like to mention the many benefactors and contributors who have 
funded and supported the Menzies Scholarship over many years ensuring the 
continuity of this vital international program—thankyou all.
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Dr Glenn Withers
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Dr Glenn Withers

Harvard from 1970 to 1975 was a great vantage point from which to observe the 
world. 

Under the business economics doctoral program there were management 
courses, economics studies and the right to delve where one might—from John 
Rawls in philosophy to Archibald Cox in law. One’s teachers included Nobel 
winners such as Wassily Leontief and classmates were future Laureates such as 
Michael Spence. 

As a Teaching Fellow there was the privilege of conjuring up courses and 
attracting guest lecturers of a special calibre—such as Leonard Bernstein on 
whether cultural economics was a contradiction in terms, and Defense Secretary 
James Schlesinger on defending defence economics. 

As a Resident tutor in Kirkland House, concerts from resident students such 
as Yo Yo Ma and Senior Common Room Associates such as Ezra Vogel and Dean 
Henry Rosovsky rounded out the experience handsomely, as did coaching for 
the Radcliffe field hockey team.  

There was also the ferment of the time which saw street protests, including the 
trashing of the Centre for International Affairs, interesting students struggling 
with the expectations placed upon them such as Benazir Bhutto, Caroline 
Kennedy, Nathaniel de Rothschild and (in summer school) Kareem Abdul 
Jabbar. And one balanced this with the Four Tops at the Sugar Shack, Boston 
Symphony recitals under Seiji Ozawa and watching Bobby Orr dance and dazzle 
on the ice for the Boston Bruins. 

But despite all the splendours (and even an offer to stay), it was great to come 
back to Australia and to recognise from that return one continuing insight: 
Australia is a great place to live and, in terms of the world of learning, it can 
itself boast a really great university system. After all it produced such great 
Menzies Scholars for Harvard.

The difference to Harvard certainly exists as giants do walk in Harvard yard. 
And Boston is a lovely city to experience and the USA is a great country. But, 
from a vantage point now four decades on, I am continually impressed at how the 
true difference for people of an enquiring mind is not absolute. Australia offers 
so much including in its own great universities across the nation. It is worth a 
period of study, research and teaching at Harvard to learn that enduring lesson.
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Mr Chris Beale

Harvard Business School, Master of Business Administration 1972/1973

An Experience That Changed My Life

I was the fifth Menzies Scholar sponsored by the Harvard Club of Australia, and 
I attended HBS from 1972-74 with the help of the R G Menzies Scholarship to 
Harvard. I got married five days before leaving Sydney for America, so it was 
a time of great change for me. I was also a young lawyer who knew very little 
about business, and the HBS case study method required a whole new way of 
thinking for me. Needless to say, the HBS experience changed my life.  

My wife, Francesca, and I both worked in New York for a summer before HBS, 
something that wasn’t easy to arrange in those days. I worked as an associate 
for Schroder Capital Corporation, a venture capital firm that was part of the 
Schroders’ banking group of London. This was due to Jim Wolfensohn, who 
was president of Schroders’ US operations at the time. I had met him in Sydney 
before applying to business school; he provided a reference for my application 
to HBS and has been an amazing guide/mentor/friend to me over the years. The 
people at Schroder Capital helped my wife find a job with a small New York law 
firm. I also spent a second summer at Schroder Capital between the two years 
at HBS.  

HBS was a time of great learning and the beginning of some longstanding 
friendships. I graduated thinking I could analyse any problem and figure out 
how to solve it.  (I’m not so sure of that now.)  I also left believing that the 
MBA was more than a business degree; it was good training for management in 
general, whether for profit or non-profit, or even for managing a governmental 
department. (That I am still sure of.)

My wife worked the two years in Boston for one of the large law firms there. Not 
having taken the bar exam, she couldn’t be admitted to practice, but she did 
the work of a lawyer anyway, just didn’t get paid properly for it. In an exercise 
the MBA class did with the PMD program, I remember meeting a woman who 
worked as an entertainment lawyer at the CBS television network in New York. I 
recall telling my wife about her.  When I graduated, we moved to New York and 
my wife took that woman’s job at CBS (as her successor). I joined First Boston, an 
investment bank that, despite its name, was based in New York. I was attracted 
to First Boston because it had Australian clients.  

It was important to my wife to be admitted as an attorney this time, so we 
both started studying for the New York Bar exams, not knowing if we would 
be permitted to take the exams since our Australian legal credentials were not 
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recognised by New York.  We petitioned the New York Supreme Court to be 
allowed to sit, arguing that our Sydney law degrees were the equivalent of law 
degrees from Oxford, Cambridge or London universities, the only three foreign 
law degrees recognised by New York.  Our petition was granted just days before 
the exams. We became the first Australians admitted to the New York Bar by 
examination.

At First Boston, I learned project finance (and created some new precedents) and 
became head of project finance there. I worked on projects all over the world, 
none more enjoyable than serving as financial advisor to MIM, RTZ and BHP, 
for their Australian coal projects, and, RTZ, for the Argyle diamond mine. It 
was fulfilling to bring to Australian companies the experience and skills I had 
learned working globally. 

In 1988, I formed Beale Lynch & Co., a boutique advisory and investment 
firm, with Jim Wolfensohn supplying capital as a silent partner. We worked 
on arranging financing for power stations around the world, including the 
purchase of the Loy Yang B power station from the Victorian government by 
Mission Energy of the US.  

Beale Lynch had a good five years.  I moved on to Morgan Stanley as head of 
project finance, and then to Citigroup in 1995 as its first global head of project 
finance. At Citigroup, I worked on projects in 75 countries, including advising 
MIM on financing its copper mine in Argentina, and I led the development of 
the `Equator Principles’, a framework for addressing environmental and social 
risk in development projects in the emerging markets. The `Equator Principles’ 
have been adopted by some 60 banks.

In 2005, I formed Alinda Capital Partners, and launched the first infrastructure 
fund in the US. We now have $7 billion in capital from pension funds and other 
institutional investors from around the world, including superannuation funds 
from Australia. (`Alinda’ is an Australian aboriginal name for the man in the 
moon.)

I am involved in the education reform movement, supporting some charter 
schools and serving as Treasurer of The Fund for Public Schools in New York.  I 
am Deputy Chairman of the American Australian Association that awards about 
ten scholarships a year for young Australians to do post-graduate study in the 
US. I am also working with the Film Society of Lincoln Centre to create an 
Australian film festival in New York in 2011.  

I have been in the US since graduating from HBS, something I did not plan; I 
expected to be back in Australia within a couple of years of graduating. But 
there was so much to learn, and so much opportunity to be creative in a business 
context from a global platform. I have maintained strong links with my family 
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and friends in Australia. I am still Australian.  I think like an Australian. My 
humour is Australian.  I believe my accent is still Australian (although many 
Australians would, and do, disagree). And I’m proud to be a Menzies Scholar.
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Mr Graham R . McDonald

Graduate School of Design, Master in Architecture 1975/1976

There is no doubt that for me to attend the Harvard Graduate School of Design 
was a privileged opportunity to be exposed to excellence in education and will 
remain a point of reference throughout my career.

The philosophical basis of the Graduate School of Design programs is that 
design professionals must have an understanding of all disciplines in order to 
be proficient in their chosen field. The structure of the school is therefore to 
encourage interaction between the four departments of Architecture, Landscape 
Design, City and Regional Planning, and Urban Design.  On one occasion, I recall 
the school’s chairman saying: “Not only GSD but other Harvard schools and our 
sister university Massachusetts Institute of Technology offer a hunting ground 
from which you can extract whatever you wish.” Since my hunting season 
was for the duration of the Master of Architecture course, I took advantage to 
cross register or listen in on as many courses as possible, e.g. urban planning, 
landscape design and French language studies.  All this occurred in the context 
of another way of life—itself an education with the Americans’ particular sense 
of humour and their characteristically effective work methods based on team 
effort.

Harvard’s working atmosphere was certainly intense and competitive, but at the 
same time interactive and supportive. The teaching methodology emphasised 
an integrated design approach, that is integrating the design and construction 
processes and the interdependence of all the professionals involved, coordinating 
and innovating engineering design in all its disciplines. Equally, the teaching 
emphasis is for each individual to develop a commitment to finding practical, 
innovative and enduring design solutions. We learnt to develop a capacity for 
critical appraisal, never to take for granted anything, and to think globally.

Throughout my career, I have worked with multi-disciplined design teams on a 
broad range of projects, predominantly large-scale government and commercial, 
both in Australia and overseas. For a substantial time I worked in Europe and 
with Harry Seidler & Associates. In conjunction with many talented colleagues, 
I have practiced predominantly the principles of an integrated design approach.  
This approach promotes the value of innovation and social purpose, all dedicated 
to the objective of achieving a high level of design excellence.

Among some of the projects which represent examples of my most substantial 
involvement include: the Australian Embassy, Paris; Defence Department 
Garden Island Navy weapons/electronics workshop, Sydney; Capita corporate 
headquarters, Sydney; Le Méridien Hotel-Casino complex and South Pacific 
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Commission group housing, Nouméa. More recently, I have been predominantly 
involved in housing and planning in all its forms and scales at federal, state and 
local government levels.

The status today of the design professions—engineers and architects? Their 
status is confused and they operate in a context devoid of genuine planning 
processes. The current so-called planning systems are primitive. That is, ones 
which are poorly structured, absurdly confrontational and unduly legalistic. The 
consequence being that the squandering of public resources and opportunities 
is substantial. Therefore, I believe the great challenge confronting us is the 
need to raise public awareness. As well, I believe, there is the need for us to 
evolve towards a more sustainable way of managing our built environment and 
protecting our natural environment.

Central to our evolution from a suburban society is the need to create denser 
urban environments, that is ones that support higher standards of public 
amenities while concurrently conserving natural resources. To do so will require 
the appropriate political leadership, structural reforms and the democratisation 
of our development processes. This will require a willingness to learn from 
proven overseas models.  Further, a need to raise our planning systems and 
processes to a higher professional level, which will genuinely serve the 
community and lead to positive outcomes in the public interest, that is ones 
in which we are better served by the discipline of integrated planning and the 
institutional architecture and methodologies to implement it.
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Professor Hilary Charlesworth

Harvard Law School, Master of Laws 1982/1993

Studying at Harvard Law School, made possible through the Menzies Scholarship, 
profoundly changed my approach to legal thinking and my life. I arrived at 
Harvard Law School in September 1983 after a rather diffident undergraduate 
legal education at the University of Melbourne in the 1970s. I had slouched 
through my legal studies without much enthusiasm or engagement.  In those 
days, law was largely taught in Australia though a ‘black letter’ approach, 
emphasising almost parrot-like assimilation of legal doctrines and avoiding 
discussion of their social or political context. I would try to learn the rules and 
their exceptions, and apply them in long, hot examinations each November, but 
I regularly became wrecked on the shoals of complex doctrines, such as the law 
against perpetuities.

In the final year of my undergraduate studies, I studied international law and, for 
the first time, I became really engrossed in a legal field. Part of the attraction was 
the cosmopolitan flavour of the curriculum; reading about the dispute between 
Thailand and Cambodia over the Temple of Preah Vihear seemed infinitely 
more engaging than the drab facts of contract disputes. Another attraction 
was that politics was much to the fore in international law. While the rest of 
my law subjects were taught as if there were an objective legal reality, which 
could be divined simply by the application of rational thought, the substance 
and processes of international law had a close, if complicated, relationship to 
international politics. The use of advisory opinions and judges ad hoc in the 
International Court of Justice, for example, acknowledged directly the political 
context of judicial adjudication. At the same time, international law was infused 
with a hope of transforming the arena of international relations from one of 
brute force to one of principle.  

Harvard Law School offered a rich array of international law courses. I could 
not believe my good fortune at being in small classes with such outstanding 
teachers, although I found the ‘Socratic method’ of pouncing on students 
terrifying at first. I took a course with the warm and engaging Abe Chayes who 
covered international legal issues he had encountered while Legal Adviser to 
the State Department during the Kennedy Administration. The Cuban Missile 
Crisis came alive in Chayes’ classes and he argued that international law had 
played a critical role in its resolution. The Law School offered me my first chance 
to study human rights, a subject unknown in Australian law schools at that 
time. I then was able to spend a summer in Geneva, interning at the office of the 
UN High Commissioner for Human Rights. 
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I also was mesmerised at Harvard by the constitutional law lectures of Laurence 
Tribe, who became my thesis supervisor, Roberto Unger on jurisprudence and 
Sally Falk Moore’s class on law and anthropology. This experience reoriented 
my plans of becoming a barrister and led me to an academic career.

Harvard offered a marvellous array of visiting speakers from around the globe, 
deepening my interest in the international arena. I recall particularly a talk by a 
young Robert Mugabe, fresh from the struggle for independence in Zimbabwe. 
His sharp mind and charisma left a great impression on the crowded lecture 
theatre and I often think of this today when Zimbabwe is staggering under the 
weight of Mugabe’s rule.

I first encountered feminist legal theory while I was at Harvard, drawing attention 
to the way that the law constructs women and their lives. Catharine MacKinnon, 
one of the pioneers of feminist scholarship in law, gave an electrifying talk at 
the Law School during my time there, causing several of the male law professors 
to walk out. Feminist legal scholars were interested in the way that apparently 
objective and gender-neutral legal systems operated to marginalise women’s 
lives and experiences. This was a revelation to me and gave me tools to make 
sense of my own experiences in the law and, later, international law.

American legal education seemed much more open to contestation than the 
Australian approach. The three years I spent at Harvard (1982-85) coincided 
with some of the bitter struggles within the Law Faculty over the critical legal 
studies movement.  At the heart of these disputes was whether law was an 
objective, quasi-scientific discipline or whether it was a technique of politics. 
Manifestos were published, debates were organised and demonstrations over 
hiring decisions were held, astounding events to an Australian law student. 
I remember the passions unleashed by Duncan Kennedy’s pamphlet ‘Legal 
education and the reproduction of hierarchy: A polemic against the system’ 
which recommended (among other things) that students subvert the operations 
of the law firms where they worked over the summer and that the janitors 
at Harvard law School be paid at the same rate as the professors. Roberto 
Unger shocked the high flying student editors of the Harvard Law Review by 
presenting an article on the critical legal studies movement that contained no 
footnotes at all. 

But perhaps the most rewarding aspect of my time at Harvard was the friendships 
made with other students. They came from all over the world and brought 
experiences as lawyers, judges, legal aid advocates and politicians. The foreign 
students formed a distinctive cohort in the Law School, less driven than the 
American law students, and more prone to weekend trips through New England, 
pot-luck dinners and singing in Harvard choirs. Many of these friendships have 
survived over the years and still bring great pleasure and delight. 
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The best of the friendships forged while at Harvard was with another Australian, 
Charles Guest, who was studying at the Harvard School of Public Health. 
Reader, I married him; we had a quiet wedding in Memorial Church in Harvard 
Yard in August 1985 and a party to follow at Elmwood, James Russell Lowell’s 
former home in Cambridge, thanks to the generosity of Derek and Sissela Bok. 
The photo here is of that happy day.
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Ms Merilyn Alt

JFK School of Government, Master of Public Administration (mid-career) 
1986/1987

In 2009 I listened as the first Menzies Scholar to Harvard, Lionel Glendenning, 
spoke of his experience. I observed nodding heads and knowing smiles around 
the room from recent Menzies Scholars through to those who had followed 
not long after Lionel. The Menzies Scholarhip had given us all the Harvard 
experience:  inspirational teaching, increased passion and enthusiasm for our 
subject, lifelong friendships with fellow students, exposure to amazing events 
and people - our memories continue to savour all these.

A mid-career Masters of Public Administration at the Kennedy School in 
1986/87 provided me with enduring insights, along with sharpened analytical 
tools. Insights include:

•	 The strength of Australia’s system of parliamentary democracy from a global 
perspective, including its capacity to set policy and act on it—an attribute 
facing new challenges in recent times. 

•	 Recognition that we have little to learn from the US experience in most 
areas of public policy and administration. In our need to reference others’ 
experience, more useful comparators are provided by Europe, Canada and 
Japan. This viewpoint sits comfortably alongside a sustained fascination 
with the US and with all we discovered about US governments, federal, state 
and local.

•	 The similarity of institutions and policy frameworks across Commonwealth 
countries. A knowing look shared with a Jamaican classmate during a policy 
discussion said so much.

•	 Confidence in my own capability leading to my successful career switch from 
direct public management in the government sector to national consulting 
practice as an advisor in public policy.

Twenty-three years on, my Menzies Scholarship experience continues to 
invigorate my professional and personal life.
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Dr Anne Pender

Graduate School of Education, Master of Education 1990/1991

Master of Education Dr Anne Pender is Senior Lecturer in English and Theatre 
Studies at the University of New England, Armidale, New South Wales. Anne's 
research interests are in Australian literature and theatre. Anne has recently 
published a biography of Barry Humphries entitled One Man Show: The Stages 
of Barry Humphries (ABC Books). She is also the author of Christina Stead: 
Satirist and Nick Enright: An Actor's Playwright (co-edited with Susan Lever). 
Currently Anne is working on a study of expatriate authors in Britain from 1830 
until the present, with funding from the Australian Research Council.

My experience studying for my Master's degree in Education was life 
transforming. I managed to complete some courses at the Kennedy School, 
and to do most of my courses at the Education School, with luminaries such 
as Carol Gilligan and Robert Levine. The opportunity to go to lectures all over 
campus was one of the best things about being at Harvard. I often went to 
listen to people such as Seamus Heaney talking about poetry, and others from 
all sorts of disciplines. After I completed my EdM I did a PhD in English back in 
Australia. My work in developmental psychology as part of the Harvard degree 
has informed all my work to date, and has allowed me to work in the field of 
biography with much more confidence than I would otherwise have had.
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Professor Kim Rubenstein

Harvard Law School, Master of Laws 1991/1992

Before setting off for Harvard in 1991, I used my final weeks in Australia 
swimming daily at the Harold Holt Pool in Melbourne. A 50-metre outdoor 
pool, I found the swimming meditative and a great way to get fit before heading 
overseas. One of the first things I did when arriving at Harvard and settling 
into North Hall (the former Quality Inn Hotel on ‘Mass Ave’ that had just been 
converted into a dormitory for Law students) was inquire about swimming 
options! Of course, in light of the climate there were no outdoor options, 
however, I was informed there were (and still are) two pools at Harvard. One is a 
50m pool (Blodgett) down at the Business School, and there is a 25 m pool closer 
(Malkin Athletic Centre—MAC), just behind Harvard Square. Well, I thought, 
the longer walk down to Blodgett will be good exercise as I prefer to swim 50m, 
so I headed off for my first swim to be disappointed: the pool had its lanes 
across the width and it was only a 50m pool for swimming meets! So the MAC 
became my swimming spot—and amidst my very busy schedule of law school 
classes, and attending as many extra non law-lectures, poetry talks, musical 
performances, discussion groups on women and politics at Radcliffe, and plays, 
I managed to swim regularly at the MAC—and as I swam I imagined myself 
swimming in a particular direction in relation to Harvard Square.  

In May, my parents and sister arrived for commencement and I proudly showed 
them around my special places at Harvard, including the MAC. For the first time 
I entered without intending to swim, and took my family up to the viewing 
spot at the top of the stands on the side of the pool for spectators. At the top, 
there are windows looking out onto the street (which could not be seen from 
the swimming pool) and to my amazement, I realised that the direction I had 
been swimming all year was exactly opposite to that I had imagined each time 
I had swam!

I think that experience captures beautifully my overall experience at Harvard—
the opening of my mind to entirely new ways of thinking about the world, and 
about my life, and about the place of law in society and my place in the world! 
The Menzies Scholarship to Harvard enabled me, during my LLM experience 
(during one of the many colloquium at the law school) to determine that I 
really did want to become an academic as it combines all the things I enjoy: the 
teaching and passing on of material that I think is so important, the research 
and opportunities that research has to contribute to new thinking and also 
public policy, and the contribution to the community through my standing as 
an expert in my areas of law.
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My journey since then has been in academia—first at the University of 
Melbourne for 13 years, and, since 2006, at the Australian National University 
(ANU) as a Professor and Director of the Centre for International and Public Law 
and also, as of 2011, the inaugural Convenor of the ANU Gender Institute. Being 
based at the ANU also enables me to be part of the selection committee for the 
Menzies Scholarship to Harvard—and it is inspiring to see so many impressive 
young Australians applying. I hope, in my new position as Chair of the Selection 
Committee, to give back with thanks for my sensational year at Harvard 1991-
1992 as a Menzies Scholar.
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Mr Noel Blomeley

Graduate School of Education, Master in Education 1992/1993

Noel was born in Darwin in the early 1960s. He is the son of a proud and 
beautiful woman, who was forcibly removed from Thursday Island in the Torres 
Strait and relocated to a nunnery for girls at Garden Point, Melville Island, and 
a third generation Anglo-Australian born father.

After attending a public presentation by Roberta Sykes, Noel’s parents 
established a close friendship with her. Unaware of his parents’ friendship 
with Roberta, Noel found himself in a ‘brother' friendship with Roberta's son, 
Russel. Roberta recognised Noel’s potential as an academic and encouraged him 
to consider studying at the Harvard Graduate School of Education. Through 
her guiding hand and encouraging words, Noel was able to secure the funding 
required to bring this dream to fruition in 1992.

According to Noel, studying overseas gave him a clearer perspective of the 
challenges facing our interpersonal relationships in Australia.  Being at Harvard 
enabled Noel to recognise issues of identity, housing, incarceration, mental health 
and education, and how best to meet these issues with actionable initiatives.

Since graduating, Noel has taken on a variety of challenging roles, including 
Academic Coordinator for the Jumbunna Centre for Australian Indigenous 
Studies, Education and Research, University of Technology, Sydney; and 
Head of School and Senior Lecturer, Gungil Jindibah Centre, Southern Cross 
University. He was also recently Academic-in-Residence, Humbolt University, 
Berlin. In Berlin Noel was invited to review youth culture as expressed through 
art in public places.

Recently, Noel attended the Leadership Conference, Darwin, convened and 
generously funded by Department of Families, Housing, Community Services 
and Indigenous Affairs. He co-facilitated a session on overseas post-graduate 
education, highlighting the need to tap into our personal power born from a 
strong cultural identity, the benefits of working with high-powered people 
and allowing other leaders to encourage us into believing that we are powerful 
beyond measure. Noel has, in addition, worked with men, helping them to 
become more aware, through personal and professional narratives, of the trails 
of inter-generational trauma that effect the majority of Australians.

Noel’s current position is the Course Coordinator for the Foundation Program for 
Indigenous Australians at Southern Cross University, and he is also employed 
as a Math Consultant and Indigenous Leader in Secondary Schools with the 
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NSW Department of Education. He also works with Professor Judy Atkinson 
co-facilitating workshops for people employed to work Aboriginal/Islander 
families.
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Professor Alastair Iles

Harvard Law School, Master of Laws 1994/1995

Some Insights From My Environmental Journey 

I am deeply appreciative of the enriching experiences that being a recipient of 
the Menzies Scholarship has given me. The scholarship instigated a surprising 
journey that has taken me from environmental law to an interdisciplinary mix 
of environmental policy, health, information technology and education. As a 
Professor of Environmental Policy at the University of California at Berkeley, 
I currently research the intersections of science, technology and environment. 
To illustrate how the Menzies scholarship has made it possible for me to do 
this work, I will highlight a few key insights that are driving my research and 
teaching.

In the 21st century, we need deeper, fairer policy solutions. Instead of only 
focusing on controlling or mitigating adverse environmental impacts, an 
infinitely more effective way is to prevent these impacts from developing in the 
first place. Equally critical is to incorporate distributive justice into policy to 
avoid unequal sharing of environmental impacts among racial and ethnic, socio-
economic, geographical and other social groups.

Green chemistry, or the redesign of molecules and reactions to be non-toxic, 
is an example of preventive policies. In the European Union and California, 
governments and companies are turning to green chemistry to rectify the 
damaging consequences of industrial chemical manufacturing and use. 
Chemicals can be de-toxified, manufactured sustainably, and endowed with their 
full environmental and social costs. For example, petrochemical plastics that can 
take centuries to decompose can be replaced with plastics made from biomass 
resources such as cellulosic agricultural wastes that can biodegrade much more 
quickly. Likewise, the disproportionate exposures of poorer consumers or 
neighbourhoods can be reduced through removing harmful chemicals from the 
market. Yet the entrenched industrial system has built up its own incentives and 
barriers to change.

We also need to be more receptive to new understandings of the problems that 
we face. The ways in which molecules move around the world (for instance) 
are much more intricate and unpredictable than we had thought. Rather 
than simply attending to industrial emissions, we need to recognise that our 
consumer products and buildings may contain significant risks. There is 
disturbing evidence of our shared, increasing, cumulative chemical burden. 
While still recent in origin, biomonitoring studies are beginning to show 
that we are all exposed to chemicals that may disrupt our hormonal systems, 
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affecting our reproduction and the development of our children. Chemicals may 
also have synergistic, non-linear health effects in very small doses—contrary 
to the toxicology that regulatory science has traditionally relied on. We need 
to remould our procedures and institutions for policy-making to be more 
responsive to such observations.

“Sustainability”, too, is hardly an unalloyed good. Sustainability can camouflage 
the ongoing exploitation of resources, vulnerable peoples, and ecosystems. For 
example, emerging sustainability technologies promise much yet can generate 
deleterious effects. Solar energy technologies may use toxic materials akin to 
those found in electronics, help destroy delicate desert habitats, or consume large 
quantities of water. Electric cars may function with battery technologies that use 
toxic or very scarce metals that are mined in socially and ecologically destructive 
ways. Workers can be exposed to harmful materials when manufacturing such 
technologies. Better design and greater attention to alternatives and the political 
economy of production (rather than simply practicing risk assessment) can help 
prevent the more adverse effects.

Few people want to confront one of the most fundamental causes of 
environmental and social damage: ever-growing consumption. Decreasing the 
sheer consumption and turnover of our products would contribute greatly to 
shrinking our ecological footprint. Yet we humans are largely oblivious to the 
damage that results: there is a pervasive disconnection between consuming acts 
and environmental consequences. Innovation is valuable but can conceal false 
obsolescence: the latest iPhone is a “must-have” even if it is only a marginal 
improvement on the previous model. Increasing the durability, reliability, 
and openness-to-repair of our products would relieve much of the weight of 
our collective consumption. Changing the productive norms of our societies 
would also help. One of the most intriguing books published in the last few 
years is The Logic of Sufficiency, by the US political scientist Thomas Princen, 
which proposes that, instead of seeking ever-expanding efficiency, we can live 
according to what is sufficient for our existence.

While climate change is an existential environmental challenge, it is hardly the 
only one that we humans are encountering. It would be perilous to succumb 
to an over-emphasis on climate change when many other global and local 
developments pose risks. These include biodiversity and habitat loss, chemical 
exposures, fishery collapses, energy impacts including peak oil, and resource 
and water use. There has been a deluge of (justified) books and reports in 
Australia and globally calling for action on carbon emissions. Yet, there is far 
less attention to how these “other” developments can be mutually reinforcing 
and interactive. In this context, the emerging idea of co-benefits is powerful: 
we can strive to draw out multiple benefits. For example, introduce electric 
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cars, reduce carbon emissions, and enhance human health through lower air 
pollution levels. Pursuing co-benefits requires a much more plastic and creative 
mindset than we have been accustomed to in Australia.

Most of all, human (or psycho-social) dimensions matter profoundly. The 
perceptions, motivations, and behaviour of people are central to the possibilities 
of change – a point that is overlooked too frequently. The vast majority of policies 
and actions aim at technological, rather than social, changes. Technology fixes 
appear much more tractable and feasible than changing the ways in which we 
choose to live. As a consequence, people are more tolerant of inept, inadequate 
governance, and lack motivation to transform their behaviour. This is illustrated 
by the case of water in Australia (and in California). Governments favour dams, 
pipelines, desalinisation plants, and other centralised, top-down technologies, 
whereas more decentralised, distributed measures such as water conservation 
and rainwater capture could contribute significantly as well. Until recently, 
Australians have engaged in minimal debate about their water options. With 
growing recognition of water scarcity, many Australians are beginning to take 
their own actions, thus potentially opening new public space for alternatives to 
existing water policies.

In the 21st century, there needs to be greater democracy in decision-making. 
One major insight from the many ecological debacles of the preceding century 
is that societies have often acquiesced in industrial and government decisions 
that have led to chemical exposures, nuclear waste, widespread dependence 
on oil for transport, and agriculture based on pesticides and feedlots. How can 
we become truly engaged agents in making our collective futures? Here I think 
of Jared Diamond’s book, Collapse, which suggests that a number of societies 
in history have transgressed their environmental and resource thresholds, and 
failed to realise that they were doing so in part because no or few voices were 
raised against dominant societal norms. More diverse, insistent voices that are 
genuinely heeded will aid the birth of a resilient, ecologically stable economy.

Looking back, being a recipient of the Menzies Scholarship was, and is, a 
life-changing experience. I originally intended to become an environmental 
law professor back in Australia by completing a LL.M, but once at Harvard, 
I gradually recognised that my interests were much more policy-oriented and 
interdisciplinary. I ended up completing a doctorate in environmental law and 
policy at Harvard, and then a postdoctoral fellowship in environmental policy 
at the University of California, Berkeley. Harvard exposed me to influential 
scholarly mentors, including the science studies scholar Sheila Jasanoff and 
the environmental experts at what is now the Harvard Kennedy School. I was 
inspired to diversify into new research areas, a stance that I greatly expanded at 
UC Berkeley (to the degree that I took up environmental health and information 
technology as well!). Catalysed by the Harvard experience, I have gained many 
insights from a remarkable range of people working and living across Australia, 
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Brazil, the US West, and Europe. These insights now inform my ongoing work 
in the environmental field, which I hope to bring back to Australia before too 
long.
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Ms Fleur Johns

Harvard Law School, Master of Laws 1995/1996

Of the specific, world-conquering plans laid out to the Menzies Foundation 
back in 1995, I now have only the dimmest of recollections. Doubtless my 
professional life in the US and Australia has taken turns not foreseen at that 
time (and world conquest has certainly not been a feature). Nonetheless, the 
Foundation’s decision to award me a Menzies Scholarship that year, and thereby 
avail me of the opportunity to study at Harvard Law School, has had an enduring 
impact upon my life. Studying for an LLM at Harvard in the mid-90s, and later, 
after practising law in New York, returning to undertake a doctorate, was akin 
to putting a can opener to my brain. Relatively well-defined pathways of social 
change, legal inquiry and professional endeavour until then laid out in my 
mind opened out into rich and challenging fields of interdisciplinary inquiry. 
Standard routes seemed, in some cases, less appealing. Pitfalls and possibilities 
emerged where previously few, if any, had been apparent. Since that time, I 
have thought differently about law, the world and many things besides. And as 
my thinking continues to shift and develop, as I teach and foster more junior 
researchers – as a legal academic now back in Australia – the yield from my time 
as a Menzies Scholar continues.
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Dr Sophie Gee

Graduate School of Arts & Sciences, PhD English 1996/1997 

I won a Menzies Scholarship in Canberra in April 1996 and I was to start at 
Harvard that fall.  I’d been accepted into the Ph.D. program in English Literature, 
I’d said in my application essay that my research field would be 18thC British 
Literature. I wanted to be a writer and a teacher.  At Harvard, I would read 
books and books and books—I wanted to “know” English Literature properly. 
I would write novels.  These were the hopes I talked about in my Menzies 
interview, lightly, brightly and optimistically.

I flew from Sydney with my mother.  We sat in the window and middle seats in 
the front row of a Qantas economy flight to LAX and then to BOS.  We talked to 
an American music producer. I was 22 years old, I knew I was moving to America 
for at least 5 years. When my mother and I said goodbye at Logan airport at the 
end of her stay, I wept stricken tears as she put a green $50 bill into my hand.  
I wrote in my diary, melodramatically, that by the time I left Harvard my life 
would be changed forever.  It was overwhelming, unimaginable—even though 
I was imagining it.  The crazy thing is that it was true.

I walked out of the dark T stop for the first time and up into the sunlight of 
Harvard Square at the end of a sickly humid Boston summer. My dreams about 
studying overseas had always been very, very vague imaginings. Like most 
fantasies, they weren’t really meant to come true. It was a shock when I broke 
the surface of the Red Line it was all there in real time. The red-brick paving in 
the middle of the Square where the skateboarders hand out, the Out of Town 
News, the canary yellow Au Bon Pain sign, the colonial buildings on the edges 
of Harvard Yard which looked like a replica historic village. Summer leaves were 
still thick on the trees. Students were pouring out of the COOP in their short 
shorts, carrying window fans and black plastic desk lamps.

It was nothing like I’d expected. It was unbearably American: frisbees and 
sweatshirts and dorms and dining halls with salad bars that were cold to the 
touch.  I searched for signs that it was going to be like Oxford in Brideshead 
Revisited, a text I’d written my honours thesis on at Sydney University. 

At the end of my second year at Harvard, I took my Generals—a 2-hour oral 
exam on 250 canonical texts in English from Beowulf to Midnight’s Children. To 
my relief, astonishment, delight, I passed. The same year I made friends with a 
group of American students who’d been to Yale as undergraduates. One of them 
had a vacation cottage in Maine. We went there for Memorial Day weekend and 
ate lobsters. Little by little, my Brideshead fantasies abated. I was letting myself 
be changed; I was letting this be my life. 
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Six years later, I graduated from Harvard with a Ph.D. in 18thC English 
Literature.  I’d been offered a job as an Assistant Professor at Princeton. The 
Princeton job was all-consuming, the pressure to get tenure was all that anyone 
talked about. All this time, I’d assumed that one day I would move back to 
Australia and become a full-time novelist.

I’d drafted a “starter-novel” in the year before I went to Harvard, but I’d written 
nothing since. Things kept happening to stop me. First my Ph.D. Then the 
Princeton job. In 2003 my father died very suddenly. I took leave from Princeton, 
moved back to Australia for the year and lived with my mother and sister in 
Paddington while we tried to get our family back on the rails. In 2004 I returned 
to my job, certain that I would leave when my Assistant Professor contract ran 
out. I’d decided to write another novel, this time a historical romance, based on 
research I’d done for my Ph.D. I worked at it determinedly and in the American 
summer of 2006 I sold it, to be published the following fall. I was on the point 
of moving home.

In February 2007 I went to a lunch in New York for my book (called The Scandal 
of the Season). I sat next to a writer named Lev Grossman, the book critic for 
Time Magazine, and a novelist in his spare time. I’d met him once, 18 months 
before at a dinner party in Gramercy Park, and liked him a lot. Then he’d been 
married; now I knew he was divorced, with a small daughter. We went out for 
a drink that weekend (at Quartino on Bleecker St) and had a great time. Four 
years later, Lev and I are married. We live in a townhouse in Brooklyn. We have 
a baby daughter named Halcyon, and I have a step-daughter named Lily. Two 
years ago I got tenure at Princeton, I’ve published one novel and one scholarly 
book, and I’m working on another of each. I miss Australia, and I love my 
life here. I can’t believe this is what happened to me, I’ve never been able to 
reconcile all the parts of my experience as an adult. But it’s a happy life, exactly 
like the one I dreamed of, and nothing like it at all. It started the afternoon in 
Canberra when I was awarded a Menzies Scholarship.
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Errol Katz MPP

Harvard Kennedy School, MPP

“Medical education is a victory of education over intellect”, I was told by a 
professor at medical school. Having spent the better part of a decade at university 
acquiring degrees in Medicine and Law, my time at Harvard was finally my 
opportunity for an education. And, what an opportunity!

When I arrived for my two years at the Kennedy School, it felt like I was given 
the keys to Harvard. Two years to explore what others have described as the 
“intellectual playground”. I was surprised at the emphasis on technical skills—
only later did I understand why there was so much focus on finance, statistics, 
and economic analysis. But there was time and freedom to explore the ‘big’ 
ideas—in politics, philosophy, ethics and jurisprudence. And there were plenty 
of people to share the journey of exploration.

There are so many memories particular to Harvard. I enrolled in a course with 
one of my favourite professors only to find the course would be co-taught by 
Justice Breyer of the US Supreme Court. I studied the ‘Just War’ doctrine at the 
Divinity School, taught by a priest who was a student of Kissinger’s. There were 
the events at the Forum involving world leaders, scholars and leading thinkers. 
My fellow students, from all over the world, were all energised, passionate, 
and committed. There were long walks through Harvard Yard, and thoughtful 
discussions. And the four seasons of Cambridge, played out in technicolour.

The Menzies Scholarship was a turning point in my life. Getting off the treadmill 
of a medical education was difficult. Without the catalyst of the scholarship, 
I doubt I would have gone. Without the Menzies, there would have been no 
Harvard for me. 

Did the Menzies and my time at Harvard change my life? It certainly did. 
My eldest child was born in Boston, a by-product of my time there. I went to 
Harvard as a medical doctor with a career clearly mapped out. I could never 
have imagined the journey I have embarked on since. I went to Harvard wanting 
to impact the Australian health care system. It’s been a long time since I last saw 
a patient. I am now on the board of the hospital I attended as a medical student. 
I have not changed the world yet but I can say I am now engaging on the right 
issues, and from the appropriate level. 

And that is probably the most enduring outcome of my time at Harvard:  
self confidence. I came to the realisation that I can play a role; that I have a 
contribution to make, and that I can take my place. 

I am looking forward to the next part of the journey.
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Mr Peter Thomas

Harvard Business School, Master of Business Administration 1996/1997

“Nearly all men can stand adversity, but if you want to test a man's character, 
give him power...or a Harvard education” (apologies to Abraham Lincoln)

From when I was young, I wanted to be in business. Although I come from a 
medical pedigree (my father and grandfather were doctors), I chose to focus on 
business. Attaining an MBA from Harvard Business School was a high point in 
the development of my business career. I am very grateful for the opportunity 
and consequential opportunities that the Menzies Scholarship and the associated 
Bill Clendennin Award offered me.

I left Australia to attend Harvard as a young man enthusiastic about economic 
development in Australia—I liked big resource projects and infrastructure. My 
background was finance and mathematics. I relished industries where large 
amounts of capital had to be put at risk and managed properly. I preferred 
managing people to managing money and so I gravitated eventually toward 
corporates as opposed to banks.

That said, my first stop after Harvard was at Lehman Brothers in New York. In 
those times, nobody in Australia had heard of Lehman Brothers, a bulge bracket 
Wall Street bank with no operation in Australia. Today, everyone knows Lehman 
Brothers as the bank they let go bust during the 2008 Global Financial Crisis. I 
had met many of the key players that were ultimately involved in the epicentre 
of the financial crisis. My next stop after Lehman was Novartis in Switzerland, 
a global pharmaceutical company where billions are invested developing drugs.

I have been back in Australia since 2005 and live in Perth. For the last six years, 
I have worked at the forefront of Australia’s economic engine—developing iron 
ore mines and infrastructure at Fortescue Metals Group, a new and exciting 
player in global mining. I have even had the fortune of running a railway—the 
dream of many children! My role these days is leading Fortescue’s multi-billion 
dollar expansion projects in the port and rail. I love major projects. I have always 
loved jobs that brought together large capital management, government, risk, 
and people management.

The global economic winds have changed substantially since I went to Harvard. 
In the 1990s, the Australian dollar was in long-term decline against world 
currencies and gold was valued at USD260 per ounce. Manufacturing continued 
to go offshore. The world economic powerhouse was in America, far away from 
here. That has all changed. I am a huge believer that this century is the Chinese 
century and that Australia is uniquely positioned to prosper with the continued 
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development of China. It is up to us to facilitate sustainable and sensible 
economic development. We should never shy away from using our resources 
toward positive economic ends. And we can do this in ways that can help the 
environment and community.

To give an example, consider the environment. In Australia, we have let the 
‘anti-development’ movement get too strong. There seems to be a large part 
of the Australian environmental community that believes any environmental 
disturbance is negative i.e. all resource projects are negative to the environment. 
I disagree. The mindset here needs to mature. While in Switzerland, I learned 
of the benefits of positive environmental intervention. I did some community 
work in local forests clearing tree debris that would help restore animal habitats 
for the coming seasons. Yes, there is no doubt very negative interventions can 
wreak havoc on our beaches, coasts, fauna, flora, rivers, habitats and so on. 
But there are also very positive interventions too. Creating habitats for species 
endangered by the Cane Toad is one such positive intervention. Strategic tree 
plantations are another. Another example of where economic development 
makes a difference is in the training and employment of indigenous workers by 
resource companies. 

So what did the Menzies Scholarship mean for me? It gave me the opportunities 
to learn new ways to see and understand the world in which business operates. 
The Harvard experience also opened many special doors for me. Many of those 
doors were ones that have in some ways become parts of history that I never 
expected! Many of them have been life-enriching experiences and provide a 
warm placed in my memory that I dare say is part of life’s wisdom.
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Ms Sarah Harden (nee. Vicker-Willis) 

Harvard Business School, Master of Business Administration11997-1998

A colleague I worked with before I left for Harvard Business School told me 
what I would gain most from the experience was the inner confidence to ask 
really dumb questions the rest of my life—a quiet self-assurance that would 
mean I’d never feel a need to pretend to know something I didn’t. I thought she 
was just being flippant, but she was right.

The experience of living and studying—and later working—with incredible 
people from across the globe was energising, eye-opening and in many ways 
very humbling. But it also helped me find my own voice and made me realise 
that my (until then) small-town-Australia-based upbringing, education and 
world-view had given me a great foundation on which to build a career. I had 
suspected that might be the case, I’d hoped that might be the case, but until I 
went to Harvard, deep-down I am not sure I had really believed it to be the case. 

I went to Harvard with interests in non-profits, social venture-capital, media 
and entrepreneurship and a burning desire to do a lot, but no real idea about 
how to go about it. I felt that I wanted a broader understanding about the world 
and business, and how I would find my place in it, but wasn’t really sure what 
I needed, so I went to Harvard searching for some answers.

Two classmates were my colleagues in my first job out of school—an internet 
start-up in Silicon Valley. From there I worked raising funds for a socially 
responsible financial education company after being introduced to the founder 
by a professor. I have since worked extensively in the US, in media and 
entertainment, in business development roles. I now live in Hong Kong with my 
family, where I manage corporate development for a media company, spending 
most of my time in China.

On the one hand, I found my ‘answers’, having experienced a lot of what I set 
out to do 13 years ago when I left for Boston. But the more profound realisation 
was that there are very few problems I deal with or business opportunities I go 
after that have clear ‘answers’. It’s not about ‘knowing’—it’s all about judgment. 
What Harvard taught me was how to make my own judgments—shaped by my 
own experience, the input of others smarter than me, and, of course, the data 
obtained from asking a lot of ‘dumb’ questions.

1 Awarded a Baker Scholarship in recognition of being among the top 5% of the MBA graduating class.
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Mr Jonathan Liew

JFK School of Government and Harvard Business School, Master of 
Public Policy and Master of Business Administration 1999/2000

Harvard Kennedy School and Harvard Business School could perhaps be the 
most different, yet similar, experiences a graduate student could have at Harvard. 

Different in that MPAs would wait for coffee in Charles square in fleece and 
jeans next to MBAs in Armani. Different in that MPAs spent nights listening to 
the Democratic primary debates, while MBAs debated the pros of democracy 
at Goldman recruiting nights. Different in that MPAs lamented the impure 
business of politics, while MBAs cursed the seedy politics of business.

Yet the similarities were just as stark. Similar in the sheer intensity of discussion 
and commitment of belief based off data. Similar in the challenge of trying to 
convince class mates with a tremendous diversity of ideas and backgrounds. 
Similar in the importance of relationships, forged deep from the midnight study 
group and polished over subsequent reunions. 

The recent financial crisis of 2008 has forced policy and business together as 
intimately as my curriculum did back in 2002. 

We see a China more than ever dominated by free markets next to an America 
humbled by government bailouts. We see a Europe in a schizophrenic tug-of-
war between government sovereignty and fiscal discipline. And we see emerging 
markets booming with economic growth under the backdrop of administrative 
and capital controls. 

I have worked in investment management since graduation and currently 
work at a global equity fund.  Both the Harvard Kennedy School and Harvard 
Business School experiences continue to shape my world-view. For me the 
lessons of Harvard, regardless of the formal curriculum, were to strive for 
cogent arguments based off data driven analysis, respect the diversity of views 
from both classmates and others, and nurture the relationships from meeting so 
many amazing people. 
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Ms Alexandra West

JFK School of Government, Master of Public Administration 2002/2003

I commenced at the Harvard Kennedy School of Government less than one year 
after 9/11, a challenging period not just for the USA but for all countries. We 
were a diverse group—from memory, 65 students from over 50 countries—and 
our experiences and backgrounds were equally as varied. Some were members 
of Government bodies and international organisations, others were elected 
officials, some had commercial and corporate backgrounds like me, and others 
were esteemed military officers.

Yet I came to believe that these differences were our greatest strength. I realised 
that knowledge is evolving and fallible, not a series of absolutes and it has its 
genesis in people and their experiences. All ideas, constructs and interpretations 
were open to challenge and criticism. I have a powerful memory of a professional 
soldier arguing with a survivor of a recent and brutal war (both valued friends 
of mine) about the ‘beauty’ of military technology. It was experiences like this 
that lent a new dimension to the resolution of a national policy with the reality 
of an individual’s experience. 

Harvard was imbued with a sense of being at the epicentre of ideas, possibilities 
and solutions; it may be a cliché, but there was a real ‘can do’ attitude. We were 
fortunate to have prominent and powerful people came to talk with us, to share 
and discuss their policies and perspectives. It was sobering and empowering to 
realise that positions of influence are accessible, inhabited by people just like 
you and me who aren't necessarily perfect, but hopefully are doing their best. 

I am pleased to say that I made many friends at Harvard. I had an intense feeling 
of commonality with fellow students and professors. Our differences were many, 
but, with effort, we could find a neutral, if not shared common ground to work 
together. There was always a shared optimism in our ability to effect outcomes. 

Harvard didn't just give me information or equip me with technical knowledge. 
I was also encouraged to think about how to approach and live my life. To quote 
Professor Ronald Heifetz’s, I learnt “what is precious and what is expendable”. 
In a post 9/11 world, the lessons I learned and friendships made continue to 
influence every day of my life. 
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Ms Belinda Baker

Harvard Law School, Master of Laws 2003/2004

One of the most vivid memories I have of Harvard is of sitting by the Charles 
River one sunny fall afternoon with Ollie, an American friend from the Law 
School, who was worrying about his future.  “At Harvard”, he worried, “they 
tell you that you can change the world...they give you everything you need to 
change the world, and people here will change the world, but the big question 
is, in what way will you change the world? How will I make use of everything 
I have been given here?”

Since my time at Harvard Law School, I have often been challenged by Ollie's 
words.  Because of the generosity of the Menzies Scholarship, I received at 
Harvard advocacy training from renowned U.S. defence lawyers, prosecutors 
and judges; I was taught American constitutional law by Professor Laurence 
Tribe, the world's pre-eminent constitutional lawyer; and I was taught 
administrative law by the then Dean (now Supreme Court Justice) Elena Kegan. 
I was also fortunate to have unique professional experiences whilst at Harvard, 
together with Professor Carol Steiker, I drafted submissions challenging 
mandatory sentencing in federal courts; through the Harvard Prisoner's Legal 
Assistance Project, I represented prisoners charged with disciplinary offences in 
Massachusetts prisons, and, through my clinical placement at the Massachusetts 
Attorney General's Office, I assisted in the conduct of federal appeals concerning 
constitutional questions. 

After my time at Harvard, I returned to the NSW Crown Solicitor's Office, 
continuing my work as a government lawyer in the areas of constitutional, 
administrative, coronial and criminal law.  In 2009, I co-wrote a text book 
on coronial law, Waller's Coronial Law in New South Wales, and I am also the 
current author of the ‘Coronial Law’ entry in Halsbury's Laws of Australia.  

Although I may not be “changing the world” in the dramatic fashion of my 
former Professor, Justice Elena Kagan, I hope that through this work I am 
making New South Wales, at least, a more just and safe place.
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Dr Dan Siskind

School of Public Health, Master of Public Health 2003/2004

The Menzies Scholarship to Harvard allowed me to undertake a Master of 
Public Health at the Harvard School of Population Health in 2004-5. I would 
not have been able to undertake this degree without the support of the 
Menzies Scholarship to Harvard.  Since graduating and returning to Australia, 
I have continued my research on cost effective treatments for mental illness in 
developing countries and am now undertaking PhD research on programs to 
assist homeless Australians with severe and persistent mental illness maintain 
their lives in the community and avoid unnecessary psychiatric hospitalisations.

The friendships I made with other Menzies scholars at Harvard are maintained.  
They were, perhaps, my greatest teachers while at Harvard. I had the privilege 
while visiting Boston in October 2010 to go out to dinner with the current group 
of Menzies Scholars. As always, conversation around the table was erudite and 
provocative.
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Ms Katie M Connolly

Kennedy School of Government, Master of Public Policy 2005/2006

I have this same thought over and over; sometimes during the big moments 
in life, sometimes in the quiet ones. Some days it fills my mind, other days it’s 
fleeting pause in the mental space between decisions. It’s a question. 

It ran through my head as I stared up at Barack Obama from the orchestra pit 
in the main hall of Cairo University. That’s where the press pool was corralled 
as America’s first black president gave his much-heralded speech to the Islamic 
World. 

It tore to the front of my mind as I stared down at the white piece of card 
embossed with the White House emblem that was precisely moored on my Air 
Force One seat, marking it as mine for the duration of Mr Obama’s maiden flight.

I thought it briefly when I squeezed into the horseshoe shaped sofas, overcrowded 
with eager reporters, at the back of John McCain’s notorious Straight Talk 
Express. The craggy senator wedged next to me laughed so hard at a wicked 
joke that he slapped my knee instead of his. Amid the quick-fire conversation, 
the question was there. 

How did a scrappy kid from the suburbs of Brisbane end up here?

The answer, like most earned over time, is complicated. Outwardly the mix 
appears predictable, but for me it feels profound: a supportive, proud family, 
generous mentors, a healthy dash of “right place, right time”, countless hours 
working, even more dreaming. And, of course, irrepressible, pesky ambition. 

But although all those elements existed, without an enabler, I simply wouldn’t 
be where I am today. I can’t say what shape my world would have taken, but 
without an enabling force, it couldn’t have looked as grand as this one does to 
my eyes.  My enabler was the Menzies Scholarship. Its importance to my world 
cannot be overstated. 

The Menzies opened the most crucial of doors, granting me the financial 
wherewithal to take up the position I’d been offered at the Kennedy School of 
Government (KSG). KSG granted me access to worlds I never knew existed, and 
equipped me with the knowledge I need to function in them.

On my very first day at school, a chance encounter with a magnetic boy from 
New Jersey turned into the romance of a lifetime. There is a convoluted line—
but a line nonetheless—between my first day at KSG and a fancy restaurant in 
Des Moines, Iowa, on New Years Eve 2007, when I said “yes” to a Very Important 
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Question. Unknown to us at the time, Jonathan’s then-boss, Congressman 
Anthony Weiner, dined downstairs with his soon-to-be wife and her boss—one 
Hillary Rodham Clinton—who was having a Very Important Job Interview in 
the area a couple of days later. 

Being a classic Menzies type, I loved my extra-curricular activities at KSG almost 
as much as I loved the classroom. This turned out to be a good thing, because my 
writing in the student newspaper landed me on the radar of Evan Thomas, the 
award-winning Newsweek journalist. After a few plucky emails which I almost 
didn’t send, the estimable Mr Thomas launched me from KSG to a role where he 
would help me join him in the “award-winning journalist” category: covering 
the 2008 presidential election for a special Newsweek project that us project 
veterans simply call “the book.”

Embedded with Republican campaigns for fifteen months—first Romney, then 
McCain—I saw as close to every inch of this diverse, layered land as I ever 
thought I would be able to, and gained an invaluable education in American 
politics, human nature and fried food.

In the swirling aftermath of an election that here felt as though the entire world 
had a stake in, I found myself as a Newsweek political correspondent. But, as is 
all too apparent now, the infected fingers of economic malaise spared few, so, 
several short months before the venerable enterprise I had been proud to work 
for was sold for $1, I closed my eyes, took a leap, and landed in the comforting 
familiarity of the British Broadcasting Corporation. I haven’t looked back.

I’ve been at the ‘Beeb’ since April 2010, working as an online correspondent. 
I’m sort of an outsider’s insider: I use my KSG education and seven years as a US 
resident to translate this endlessly fascinating, quirky, fun and sometimes scary 
land to audiences across the globe. Mostly I do that with words on a screen, but 
sometimes I’m a voice on the radio, and occasionally a face on the television. 

The BBC in Washington is a special place to be. The sounds of my childhood, 
watching kids shows on the ABC, ring through its corridors, yet our news speaks 
with almost unparalleled authority in this increasingly chaotic media-world.

Recalling whimsy of my path here remains a dreamily guilty pleasure in my 
mind, but often these days gets shoved unceremoniously aside to make room 
for pressing questions about whether to spell organise with an ‘s’ or ‘z’. Or do 
we say trunk or boot here? Cripes – what country am I in? England? America? 
Australia? Do we even say cripes here???

My professional life aside, I live in Dupont Circle—a place that used to only 
exist for me in episodes of The West Wing—with my (almost) husband (the 
knot-tying is finally scheduled for next year) and a sweet pound-puppy we’ve 
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called Charley, even though she’s a she. An impressive number of our KSG 
friends have ended up here, doing all manner of good work, which makes the 
town lively and eclectic for us. 

I say words like ‘Fall’ and ‘sweater’ and ‘awesome’ now. But Starbucks baristas 
still can’t understand my accent, and more often than not the cup meant for me 
has been inscribed with the name ‘Kasey’ or ‘Heidi’ instead of ‘Katie’. And all 
this time later I’m still not convinced that the liquid I’m drinking is actually 
coffee. 

I cringe each year when the Aussie embassy mounts its Christmas decorations—a 
board-short wearing, surfing Santa pulled by a small flight of kangaroos. But it’s 
a cringe born of defensive pride, as I explain to my American pals who think 
this silly Santa is “just great” that my people are so much more than the sum of 
our stereotypes. I linger on TV shows at the slightest hint of an Aussie accent, 
and my knowledge of obscure Olympic sports is paralleled only by excitement 
at watching the Aussie medal tally grow. 

So that’s me, almost six years after I learned that a group of incredibly generous 
people were going to make my dreams come true. 

I’m not sure if I believe in fate, but I am sure the Menzies Scholarship helped 
catalyse this privileged life that I kind of can’t believe I lead. I do something 
every day that I really believe is vitally important for democracy, for public 
debate and for an informed citizenry. I try my hardest to tell stories that need 
telling. 

I don’t earn big bucks, live in a palace or drive a showy sports car. But in the 
few fast and astonishing years since graduating, I’ve had a front-row seat to 
history. It’s been quite a ride so far. And, even though I’m not quite sure he’d 
approve of a ratbag, commie kid from Brisbane like me, I have Mr Menzies to 
thank for it. Sir, I owe you one. 

And to Jim Fox, Alice Hill and all those who still make this wonderful award 
possible—thank you, thank you, a thousand thank yous. I didn’t expect my 
life to turn out like this (if I recall, I thought I’d be working in trade policy in 
Canberra after graduation) but I’m sure glad it did.
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Ms Joanna Davidson

Harvard Law School, Master of Laws 2006/2007

The notion that study at Harvard Law School would provoke an epiphany as to 
how best to make a difference in life, or at least in the law, is one which seemed 
common amongst my fellow students as we assembled in Memorial Hall for Dean 
Elena Kagan's welcome address in August 2006. I certainly hoped that such an 
epiphany would transpire during the course of my year of study in Cambridge. 
Sitting in Memorial Hall with the entering law student cohort for the first time, 
knowing how much effort had been devoted to applications by, and selection 
of, each person in the room, I felt – and still feel keenly—how fortunate I was 
to have had the benefit of the Menzies Scholarship that enabled me to be there.  
I wanted to ensure that I didn’t waste any opportunity during the too-brief stay 
in the Law School that LLM study provides.  

I'd like to be able to report that I realised how to change the world over that 
precious year. I can't profess to a sudden, blinding enlightenment.  What did 
happen was that small insights accumulated gradually: about the importance of 
an entrenched minimum level of judicial review of government decision-making; 
about the value of lawyers working within government, as well as outside it, 
to secure the rule of law, and the virtues of regular transitions between the 
two over the course of a legal career; about the role that practising lawyers 
can and should play as university teachers;  about how asking questions in 
legal education can be more important than getting answers; and about how 
intensely exciting it is as a student to participate in a genuine exchange of ideas 
with your professors, with results that can alter the future scholarship of both.  

Some of these realisations confirmed my earlier inclinations, but they did so in 
such a manner that they have shaped my subsequent path. My time at Harvard 
exposed me to superlative teachers and students who have provided an ongoing 
source of inspiration in my legal career. In a real way, this has emboldened me to 
make choices about how to apply what legal skills I have that depart from some 
of the well-trodden routes in the Australian legal profession. I have returned 
home to Sydney, after nearly two years litigating in New York, to combine work 
as a government lawyer, practising administrative law, with part-time university 
law teaching, in which setting I try to imbue in my students the glimmer of 
an interest in the types of comparative public law concerns that prompted me 
to decide I wanted to pursue postgraduate study in the US. Meanwhile, in a 
graphic demonstration of the ease with which transitions between government 
service and private academic employment are managed in the US, since I left 
HLS, my Dean has been appointed US Solicitor General and now Supreme Court 
Justice Kagan, my LLM long-paper supervisor David Barron has become Acting 
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Assistant Attorney General for the Office of Legal Counsel, my Federal Courts 
Professor, Dan Meltzer, spent eighteen months as Deputy White House counsel, 
and my Advanced Administrative Law professor, Jody Freeman, spent over a 
year as White House Counsel for Energy and Climate Change. 

The immense pulling power of Harvard as an institution—for students, academics 
and visitors—demonstrated vividly to me how vital it is for universities to have 
significant funding resources to draw upon, especially so that academics have 
sufficient time to conduct research. Having relished the chance to rigorously 
dissect law professors’ works in progress while at HLS, I want to find ways to 
foster the same type of creative engagement between students, academics and 
the legal profession that I experienced at Harvard in Australia. Spending time 
volunteering in the Prison Legal Assistance Program at HLS, I also became even 
more convinced of the value of interaction between law schools and their local 
communities.  I’ve tried to foster community involvement amongst my own law 
students since returning home and hope to do more work in this area. My time 
at Harvard didn’t change my life in the revelatory way I thought it would at the 
outset, but I’m immensely grateful that the Menzies Scholarship gave me the 
opportunity to derive, and the time and freedom to test, some modest insights 
that I hope, over time, I’ll be able to build into a meaningful contribution.
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Dr Clare Barnett 

School of Public Health, Master of Public Health 2008/2009

Two years after finishing my Master of Public Health I still find it difficult 
to fully express the impact that a year studying at Harvard had on my life.   
Academically, I feel like I read more papers and sat more exams in twelve 
months than in my entire six-year undergraduate degree. During every class I 
was stretched to think with a different perspective or through a different lens 
and as my opinions and ideas were challenged in the classroom, my professional 
goals also shifted. I realised that public health was more than just policy or 
research but an integral part of human rights; dwelling deeply into issues of 
equity and ethics.

I have no doubt that my fellow students were largely responsible for these 
changes.  From more than 40 different countries we covered a diverse range of 
backgrounds. We debated vigorously about the right to universal healthcare, 
the role of global aid after the 2008 financial crisis and watched anxiously as 
the Swine flu hit Mexico and then the United States. Over bottles of wine we 
debated long into the night.  Everything felt possible.

Post-graduation the friends that I made at Harvard are now scattered around the 
world and whilst the idealistic optimism has naturally waned, the friendships 
and ‘can do’ attitude remain.  As I develop my own public health career I have 
no doubt that I will continue to rely on these friendships for support and much 
needed critique.  

I cannot remember what I said when asked “Why Harvard?” I am almost certain 
that the answer was not “because the people I meet will change the way I think”.  
However, this will be the legacy of my Master of Public Health.  Over twelve 
months my horizon shifted and my perspective changed.  More than anything 
else, I learnt the value of partnership and a collaborative approach to tackling 
the challenges of global health.
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Dr Stephanie Ward

School of Public Health, Master of Public Health 2009/2010 

Studying at Harvard will be the best experience of your life. This was the 
warning I was given, amongst other salient pieces of advice, prior to my 
departure for Boston. Other advice was slightly more practical—such as the 
need to take full advantage of majesty of the fall, buy a very warm winter coat, 
and study at the Widener library as much as possible. And these were all easily 
accomplished. It was the first warning, however, that was at the time easily 
fertilised by the anxieties and neuroses of my pre-departure frame of mind. 
What if—after all of the preparation and excitement—the year here would not 
be the best experience? Or, even worse, what if this warning were true and, 
thereafter, all experiences would pale into insignificance after a year of life in 
this academic utopia?

Having just passed the half-way mark of my one year masters of public health, 
these fears have now been placed into context. Studying at Harvard really has 
been a wonderful, stimulating  and broadening experience. And, indeed, in many 
instances, it has challenged many of my preconceived views. For all the majesty 
and pomp the name Harvard conjures—and in the Longwood campus physically 
embodied by the imposing Roman marble columns of the neighbouring medical 
school—the School of Public Health (HSPH) is refreshingly down to earth. 
There is the humility of the professors—one wryly noting to the class “weren’t 
you the slightest bit concerned when we told you that you will learn more from 
your fellow class-mates than from your professors?”—to the humility of the 
student body—my ethics professor proudly declaring to us that HSPH is the 
only Harvard graduate school “where we can safely say the income of students 
will be less when they graduate than when they first enter!” 

As it transpires, the oft repeated statement about learning more from class-mates 
than professors has proven true, fortunately this is mostly due to the amazing 
and diverse student body, rather than being an indictment on the quality of the 
teaching! Indeed, the real strength of HSPH is that students are drawn from not 
only a really wide range of disciplines but also from many nations; in fact, almost 
half the students in my program have international backgrounds. So, over lunch, 
we can debate the healthcare system in Tobago, quality improvement in India, 
and cost-effectiveness analysis in the UK. And being at HSPH in 2009/10 is a 
particularly exciting, and frustrating, time as health reform makes its protracted 
course through ever increasing hurdles in Washington. It certainly makes me 
even more grateful for the universality of healthcare back home, despite some 
shortcomings.
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The best result from being here at Harvard is the outcome I least expected from 
what I presumed would be a fairly competitive, and intimidating, environment. 
And that is confidence. Confidence, partly from learning and mastering new 
skills, although, I am wise enough to know that with the current rate of 
knowledge expansion, these will not be contemporary forever. Confidence, 
partly from having (almost) survived the brutality of a New England winter*. 
But mostly, this confidence has come from listening, and talking to real leaders 
in health-care delivery, from pioneers in international health, to leaders of 
outreach programs for underserved populations, and realising that change, 
whilst requiring tenacity and hard work, is ultimately possible. Even by people 
like myself!

So, with just a few months to go, there is reassurance now that after the snow 
has melted, my hands have thawed, and I return back to Australia, this amazing 
year at Harvard will not cast a shadow over the rest of my life. Rather, I am 
hoping, it will have enabled my future path for healthcare delivery for older 
Australians. Until then, I will expend my energies on the intricacy of Markov 
models, life expectancy calculations and meta-analysis- far worthier recipients 
of my anxiety!

*Many locals have had the audacity to declare that this winter has been “rather 
mild”. I will go on record to state that it has felt anything but this.
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Ms Ricky Campbell-Allen 

Graduate School of Education, Master of Education 2009/2010

The Value of Education

As an educationalist I have always believed I understood the ‘value’ of education.  
At an early age I saw the transforming power of women learning to read in a 
cowshed in a remote village in Nepal. In Australia, I felt the joy that every 
teacher feels when they see a student achieve something they never thought 
possible or take hold of opportunities with life changing implications. 

Yet over time I had forgotten that the ‘value’ of something can be measured 
not just in what it ‘buys’ you, but in what people are prepared to sacrifice for 
their own sake, for their children’s sake, and in some cases as I learnt, for their 
country’s sake. 

Through an Arts of Communication class at the Kennedy School, I heard some of 
the journeys my peers undertook to be at Harvard. One woman told of how, as 
she and her 6-year-old son sat on the tarmac in an African nation waiting to fly 
to Boston, her plane was boarded by the military. Recently divorced and with 
legal custody of her son, she knew she was truly powerless as her son was taken 
from her by representatives of her ex-husband’s family. Hers was not an isolated 
story. Other people had been smuggled out of their respective countries, some 
had been fired, and others knew it would put themselves and their family back 
at home at risk. Yet they believed that what they could learn and access in 
that year in Cambridge was worth it. This was the value they placed on that 
educational opportunity and it had a powerfully humbling effect on those of us 
who had not sacrificed in those ways to be there.

In the West, Harvard occupies a unique place in the public psyche. When my 
students learnt that I was off to Harvard they appeared convinced my life was 
set to replicate that of the glamorous Elle in Legally Blonde. After convincing my 
students there were other degrees besides Law at Harvard, they asked me why 
would you want to study education?

The most effective answer would have been to have them join me in that room 
listening to my colleagues’ stories, or through the all-night group meetings as 
we strove to operationalise our learning. Public education faces huge human 
capital, resourcing and performance challenges. I am now working in an urban 
public school district in America and am using all I learnt as I contribute to 
teacher effectiveness initiatives aimed at increasing the performance capacity of 
teachers and educational outcomes for all students.
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Before my time at Harvard, I viewed education through the perspective of a 
teacher and school leader. The Graduate School of Education has given me 
access to educational policy and research, but more importantly it has facilitated 
the process by which I now bring a practioner lens to policy work and the task 
of building stronger and more effective school systems.

The Menzies Scholarship to Harvard has given me a rare opportunity to glimpse 
the bigger picture of education, access world-class knowledge and meet some 
extraordinary colleagues who have become good friends. It has also strengthened 
my conviction that access to education for an individual, a family, a community 
and a nation may involve sacrifice but its true value and worth is priceless and 
worth fighting for. 
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Dr Lakshmi Nayana Vootakuru

School of Public Health, Master of Public Health 2010/2011

Armed with a large take-away coffee, I walked into the first day of orientation, 
feeling somewhat like I was about to start kindergarten (although thankfully, 
this time, there were neither tears nor anxious parents present)! The Harvard 
School of Public Health building that I had just walked into was one that I 
would get to know well—from the verses emblazoned outside proclaiming 
that “health is a basic human right” (the simplicity of which irked my ethics 
professor) to the computer labs underneath where I would spend many a late 
night getting friendly with regression modelling and hypothesis testing, to 
the large lecture halls where there would be standing room only for certain 
speakers, to the cafeteria where in the middle of heated debates, my peers and I 
would forget how loud our voices had become!

So, this was Harvard…is Harvard. I look back at the last semester and wonder 
what I can write on paper that will capture my experience as a current Menzies 
scholar and my thoughts for the future.

I came here with ideas and a sense of possibility of what I could, if lucky, would 
achieve in some far-away place and time called the ‘future’. As a medical doctor, 
I am passionate about health equality and health sustainability. My experience 
working with Indigenous communities in Australia who suffer not ‘third-world’ 
but really ‘fourth-world’ health and social conditions made me certain that one-
on-one clinical medicine was not enough to address these wider issues.

I wanted to attend Harvard to step out of a familiar context (the Australian one) 
and from there understand how, not only the US, but other nations around the 
world dealt with surprisingly similar health issues. I wanted to get a ‘global’ 
understanding of health care because I strongly believe that geographical 
boundaries are becoming less and less relevant—the H1N1 virus did not stop at 
national borders to have its entry requirements verified! I wanted to learn from 
world experts and renowned professors (many of whom have had past lives 
as political advisors, health ministers and high-level consultants) and benefit 
from their breadth of experience and conflict of opinions. I wanted to study 
in an institution where public health is well recognised for the salient position 
that it holds in all aspects of global functioning from economics to philosophy 
to politics to social and cultural realms. The pervasiveness of the debate about 
health care reform in the USA and Australia is evidence of both the growing 
importance and immense stakeholder interest in public health; indeed, it is an 
area/issue on which governments can rise or fall! 
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Yet, there is one SINGLE feature which to me represents the essence of Harvard 
and its appeal and that put simply is ‘possibility’. Here, more than anywhere 
else, I feel my thoughts, dreams and aspirations taking a firm leap out of my 
head, out of the grey-area, out of the future and gain momentum until they have 
firmly planted themselves into my today, into things as tangible as my diary, my 
phone calls, my conversations and my next job application! As real as the large 
cup of coffee I clutch in the mornings.

I cannot over-state how grateful and simultaneously proud I am to be a Menzies 
scholar—it has not only allowed me to gain a world-class education and but has 
also given me the opportunity to be a part of a group of immensely inspirational 
Australians—a privilege which has cemented in me a deep sense of responsibility 
and commitment to improving the world we live in. And through the field of 
public health, I have the unique possibility of bettering the world not just ‘one’ 
but if I am fortunate, a thousand or even a million at a time.
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School of Public Health, Master of Public Health 2010/2011

Right at this cold December moment I’m sitting in my Boston apartment 
wearing a woolly cap. I’ve just pulled down the rusty storm windows to protect 
my bones from the impending snow. In a few moments I’ll leave this relative 
warmth for lunch with another Menzies scholar Nayana Vootakuru; we’re going 
to be hatching plans for travel to Washington and New York—to seek work 
experience in health policy.  

So how did I get to this place? In my last few years working in psychiatry with 
young people, and observing the systematic disadvantages faced by Aboriginal 
and other dispossessed communities in Australia, I’d started looking for 
opportunities to develop skills more broad than the direct clinical experiences 
I’d been trained in. Public health seemed the obvious path. I’ve actually been 
interviewed on two occasions for the Harvard-Menzies scholarship: I enjoyed 
the infamous lunch interview so much I came back for a second helping this 
year and finally bored the selection panel into submission!  

This journey with all its tantalising possibility started well before arrival at 
Harvard’s School of Public Health. I’d had the great fortune to have contact 
with two previous Menzies scholars—Stephanie Ward and Dan Siskind—both 
graduates of the school. I mention their names because I’ve thought of them often 
since arriving. I realised once here, that they both shared a key characteristic 
of so many of the students, faculty and graduates; a powerful belief in the 
possibility of what might be achieved in the world—and the confidence and 
courage to seek that change.

An air of possibility certainly hangs over this place if you stop to sense it. At 
lunchtimes in the Babel-like cafeteria of our school, I’ve joined in as students 
debated health care reform, have spoken of HIV prevention challenges, discussed 
rescue efforts in earthquake-ravaged Haiti and shared plans and hopes for 
improvement in local and global health. If you have an idea, there’s bound to 
be a faculty member or two who are keen to foment it, not to mention students 
to challenge it and offer some creative solution. I realise these have been the 
conversations I’ve come to Harvard for. I’m going to leave here with friends, 
ideas and greater motivation to make the daily steps required to improve mental 
health outcomes in our region.
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